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Description Stock #366054 - 2016 Coachmen 35BH 2 bathrooms sleeps 9!This 2016 Mirada
35BH is a beautifully designed Class A. It can sleep up to nine comfortably. Bring
the whole family or all your friends and pets!A Ford Triton V10 powers it with 362
HP. Self-leveling jacks are a snap to operate and make setup easy.The living area
has a sleeper sofa and a U-shaped convertible dinette with an entertainment
center for all to see. Check out the drop-down bunk that was an optional extra!
The kitchen has a residential refrigerator/freezer, microwave, three burner stove,
oven, double stainless sink, and plenty of cabinets and drawers for storage.The
master bedroom has a queen-sized bed with storage underneath, plenty of
storage and wardrobe closets, nightstands, a TV, and a connected bathroom with
a sliding door that is super convenient! It has a full-size shower, sink, storage, and
toilet.Just outside the bedroom are two bunks with TV hookups and another half
bathroom to accommodate guests. That is a huge luxury for kiddos!Bring out the
chairs and watch TV outdoors with a cold beverage! This thing checks all the
boxes!We are looking for people all over the country who share our love for
boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product and like the idea of working from
home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit
any and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason
for selling is not using.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941)
200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs,
we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-
7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2016
Stock Number: 366054
VIN Number: rvusa-366054
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 35

Item address Gibsonton, Florida, United States
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